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Online fraud involves the use of phishing emails, fake
websites, fake mobile apps, fake social media profiles, and
other mechanisms to illegally obtain information and
defraud consumers and businesses.

The term ‘internet fraud’ refers to any type of fraud
scheme that uses email, web sites, chat rooms or
message boards to present fraudulent solicitations to
prospective victims, to conduct fraudulent transactions or
to transmit the proceeds of fraud to financial institutions
or to others connected with the scheme. Internet fraud
may include spam, scams, spyware, identity theft,
phishing or internet banking fraud.

Online Frauds

Experian found that
losses from fraudulent

identities increased
from 51% in 2017 to 57%

in 2019.



Spam is a generic term used to describe electronic ‘junk mail’ or
unwanted messages sent to your email account or mobile phone.
These messages vary, but are essentially commercial and often
annoying in their sheer volume. They may try to persuade you to buy
a product or service, or visit a website where you can make
purchases; or they may attempt to trick you into divulging your bank
account or credit card details.

More information about spam is available from the Australian Communications and
Media Authority (ACMA) website (www.acma.gov.au).

Spam



The power of the internet and email communication has made it all
too easy for email scams to flourish. These schemes often arrive
uninvited by email. Many are related to the well documented Nigerian
Scam or Lotto Scams and use similar tactics in one form or another.

More information about spam is available from the Australian Communications and
Media Authority (ACMA) website (www.acma.gov.au).

Scams



Spyware is generally considered to be software that is secretly
installed on a computer and takes things from it without the
permission or knowledge of the user. Spyware may take personal
information, business information, bandwidth or processing capacity
and secretly gives it to someone else. It is recognised as a growing
problem. 

Spyware



Phishing is a technique used to gain personal information for the
purpose of identity theft. Phishing involves using a form of spam to
fraudulently gain access to people’s online banking details. As well
as targeting online banking customers, phishing emails may target
online auction sites or other online payment facilities. Typically, a
phishing email will ask an online banking customer to follow a link in
order to update personal bank account details. If the link is followed
the victim downloads a program which captures his or her banking
login details and sends them to a third party.

Phishing



A large part of online crime is now centred on identity theft which is part of
identity fraud and specifically refers to the theft and use of personal
identifying information of an actual person, as opposed to the use of a
fictitious identity. This can include the theft and use of identifying personal
information of persons either living or dead.

Identity theft 



Internet banking fraud is a fraud or theft committed using online technology

to illegally remove money from a bank account and/or transfer money to an

account in a different bank. Internet banking fraud is a form of identity theft

and is usually made possible through techniques such as phishing.

Internet banking fraud



the COVID-19 crisis. 

Opportunistic hackers are taking advantage of the chaotic global crisis to commit more fraudulent activities. Tactics
include stealing stimulus checks and unemployment benefits, collecting payments for bogus COVID -19 treatments,
enticing Americans to donate to fraudulent charities, and more. In fact, there were 1.1 billion fraud attacks in the first
half of 2020, double the volume of attacks in the second half of 2019. 

And according to the Federal Trade Commission, Americans lost $145 million to fraud related to COVID -19.



 e-commerce landscape

Another trend impacting the rise in fraud is the increasing shift of retail purchases to the Internet. In
particular, card-not-present (CNP) transactions have increased dramatically in recent years. in 2019, these
transactions will account for 27% of all debit transactions and will grow 10 times faster than card present
transactions. This trend makes it even easier for fraudsters to conduct fraudulent transactions. Point-of-sale
(POS) lending has also increased, allowing customers to make installment payments or take out loans for
large and small purchases. While POS lending makes it easy for consumers to get approved and make a
purchase within minutes, it also opens the door for fraudsters.



 new marketplace platforms

From social networks and dating apps to food delivery, alternative transportation and vacation
rentals, digital channels have revolutionized nearly every industry. This year, nationwide quarantines
have led to an even greater increase in the use of mobile apps, with consumers ordering delivery of
everything from groceries to cars. As marketplace platforms and services have grown in number and
popularity - especially in recent months - scammers have changed tactics to take advantage of rising
in-app and online marketplace purchases.



Fast age consumers
 

Today's consumers also expect their data to be secure. Yet they will abandon any transaction that
takes too long, requires too much data, or is too complex. In fact, 92% of consumers expect a fast,
frictionless experience that is also as trustworthy and secure as possible. These high expectations are
driving banks and retailers to prevent losses while ensuring anti- fraud measures do not turn away
good customers and transactions. Cybercriminals understand the struggle these businesses face and
take advantage of those who fail to strike the right balance between security and frictionless
customer experiences.



Technological advancements

Today, fraud has also accelerated and become more sophisticated with the rise of e-commerce,
mobile payments, and computing power. Many of the same technologies that businesses rely on to
innovate and quickly introduce new products and services are also being used by fraudsters.
Criminals can more easily commit fraud by using cheap, on-demand computing power or by using
machine learning algorithms that are more subtle and able to manipulate fraud detection systems.
The traditional rules-based fraud prevention systems that companies have relied on for years can no
longer keep up.



What you need to do:

Consideration of using a low-limit separate credit card for online purchases to minimise the

potential loss if things go wrong. 

Limiting the amount of personal information you allow to be ‘the public domain’ i.e.: social

networking sites that could be used to assist in identity theft. 

Keeping anti-virus and firewall software up to date.



Source: https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/93912-reasons-
digital-fraud-is-on-the-rise

https://www.police.act.gov.au/sites/default/files/PDF/bizsafe-
internet-fraud-factsheet.pdf
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